
Feeling at Home: Natasa Prljevic’s “House on Four Waters” 

 

Natasa Prljevic’s “House on Four Waters” is a multimedia installation that mobilizes elements of 

collage, video, and sculpture to investigate the meaning of “home,” in terms of its materiality but 

also its elusiveness. How do the objects of home contain our memories and how do our 

memories perpetuate and hold onto an idea of home that is ultimately housed in and contained by 

our bodies and minds? And what do we mean when we speak of “feeling at home”? “House on 

Four Waters” explores these questions by inviting its visitors to tour a home that activates all 

sorts of fascinating contradictions around habitation and displacement.  

 As a project that cannot help but summon images of Detroit (the installation will premier 

in the Russell Industrial Center), “House on Four Waters,” invokes a rich and complex collective 

memory about Detroit as a “home” that has seen better days, and one that is wrapped up in a 

nostalgia about the city during a more dazzling and decadent time. But where there is growth, 

there is also decay, and while a home suggests construction, shelter and solace, these ideas rely 

on their dialectic counterpart—destruction, abandonment, and vulnerability.  Home is a deeply 

physical and embodied experience but it also a construction of our unreliable memories—and 

disentangling the effects these realms have on one another seems an impossible task. While 

“House on Four Waters,” acknowledges the local, and is the product of an artist who has 

experienced both the plentitudes and dissolution of home at the national level, the project is truly 

concerned with the universality of a space or experience that is, at best, highly ambivalent. 

Physical movement throughout a home brings with it a sense of wonder and discovery, and the 

architecture of Prljevic’s installation encourages the participant to take in a series of spaces that 

speak to the warmth and insularity of home. Moving from the vast space of the large room where 

the installation is located, and navigating the more enclosed and mysterious spaces of the house, 

the audience member is situated to experience the phenomenological pleasure associated with 

moving deeper both spatially and mentally. But this enclosure, as the installation points out with 

constant reminders of the outside world (with videos that constantly interrupt our maneuvering 

with other forms of reverie) is not without violence, as its cohesiveness depends on a kind of 

territorialism that thrives on distinguishing itself from the outside world. 



Testing our conceptualizations of home even more is the way Prljevic uses multimedia to 

present a layered, and at times, conflicting experience of occupancy that oscillates between the 

physicality and connectedness of collage and the immediacy of bodily movement through space, 

and ideas of home that travel (and fragment) with us wherever we go, but which are far more 

difficult to locate. The two videos that comprise part of the installation paradoxically challenge 

the security and reliability of home, while also pointing to the way our memories and fiction of 

place can transport us out of our bodies and into the recesses of a different kind of space. Home 

is a place to which you can never truly return—it is a difficult and mysterious palimpsest of 

various spaces, experiences, and histories, filtered through shifting and competing personal and 

collective memories and narratives. Prljevic works out some of these ideas through the 

installation’s video images and sound. While one of the videos is comprised of domestic imagery 

of the everyday, another introduces a different narrator whose memories of the same home at 

times overlap, but which largely contradict one another. While the speech of the first narrator 

evokes a house constructed from childhood memories, the speech of the second narrator more 

directly addresses the same house from a contemporary perspective. It would be too reductive to 

ascribe the voice of the former to fiction or memory, and the latter to a truer, more grounded 

relationship to home. The former’s idealization of home must still contend with her present 

relationship to it, and the latter’s understanding of home cannot escape its past encounters with 

it. 

Similar to the way we constantly process and reprocess our ideas of home or the way 

lived experiences or memories of home process us as subjects, “House on Four Waters” solicits 

the participation of its audience and reactivates these tensions, ultimately cajoling us into 

experiencing the contradictions of these physical and mental wanderings, as we uncomfortably 

vacillate between history and memory, belonging and displacement, and discovery and loss.  


